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Freedom is here!
New Freedom is home and on her berth in Torquay Harbour! She arrived on
Friday 28 September at 11.31 after a 13 hour passage from Hamble. This is a
special edition of Ahoy There! magazine to commemorate the occasion and
celebrate her arrival.

The Genesis
Two and a half years ago at the London boat show Len Skinner took Chairman
Dave aboard a 38’ Hanse, impressed Dave with the space and enhanced
potential for our disabled members, and the idea was born - DSA should have a
new Freedom. Dreams are one thing. Hard facts are another. In this case they
coincided. The reality was that it was getting to the point where old Freedom
was of an age where her replacement needed serious consideration, and
simultaneously she was also at the point where she could most viably be sold.
With Dave and Len’s inspiration, the organisation began some active forward
planning. A small group visited Hanse, and began negotiations, but met with a
dead end. A Bavaria was considered and rejected. Then the Beneteau Oceanis
38.1 was suggested. Our Skippers agreed that across a range of similar boats
reviewed and considered, the Beneteau Oceanis 38.1 was the right choice for
DSA. In length she was just another 4’ longer, but her beam was considerably
wider at nearly 4 metres, a huge advantage to those of limited mobility, with
more deck space for wheelchairs, as well as being roomier below. And she
would have a bigger engine. The Harbour Master agreed that we could berth
her in the same place. All we needed to do was raise the money...

Raising the Funds
The total cost of new Freedom, including various adaptations for our Members,
would be £134,000. The sale of old Freedom would reduce this somewhat but it
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was still an enormous figure. Management Committee discussed options for
fundraising and requested help from everyone in our organisation. The vast
majority of funds was raised by Dave and Bev who spent painstaking hours
making grant application after grant application over 24 months. We received
significant funds from the Torbay Community Trust, Sailing Holidays, the
Clothworkers, the Freemasons, Garfield Western Foundation, Kevin Foster MP,
Percy Bilton, the Mayor’s Fund Torbay, Eddystone, Greggs, the Co-op, the
Worshipful Company of Girdlers, Mrs P Nash’s husband’s legacy, the Hedley
Foundation, Tesco, Waitrose, CHK Charities, and from the sale of Pauper’s
Paradise, the boat given to us by Peter de Savary, the owner of The Cary Arms,
and the sale of a donated jet ski and a Wayfarer dinghy. Geoff from Sign World
and Brown’s Keys have provided the hull logo and Skippers’ keys respectively at
affordable prices. Other smaller donations were made by many and kept
trickling in. Unbelievably, it all gradually mounted up to make the dream come
true. Whatever the size of the gift, we couldn’t be more grateful to all our
wonderful benefactors for their kindness.
Old Freedom was sold to a Dutchman, Christian Wiepkema, who came to collect
her, bringing Dave some very nice Dutch cheeses made in his home town,
before sailing her back to the Netherlands to enjoy her and her shallow keel
with his family at Shokkerhaven on the Ijsselmeer. We wish them good sailing
on her; she will always be special to many of us.

Placing the Order
In November of last year we were sufficiently advanced in the fund raising to
go up to the broker Ancasta at Hamble and view a Beneteau Oceanis 38.1 on
the stand and try out one belonging to a recent customer of Ancasta’s on the
river Hamble. The Skippers were satisfied with her handling, various bespoke
adaptations were discussed and agreed, and we negotiated a price with
Ancasta. In a special gesture salesman Stuart said he would run a half
marathon and donate the proceeds to DSA, which he has since kindly done.
The order was placed and papers signed.
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Several months later new Freedom was brought from Beneteau at Les Sables
d’Olonne in France by road and ship to the UK, and then, with a special Police
escort, brought by road to Hamble. The date for her collection was expected
end July. In the event this was delayed twice. We finally received a definitive
collection date of 28 September.

The Preparation for Collecting Freedom
Len put together a long list of equipment and supplies needed for the passage
back to Torquay from Hamble, which included life raft, fire extinguishers, flares,
first aid kit, dan buoy, horse shoe, mooring lines, horn, torch, tool box, hand
held VHF radio, harnesses, life jackets, ball and cone, galley equipment and
victuals, spare drinking water, binoculars, charts, hand bearing compass, and
almanac. A broad team of people, including our Bosun Dave Tomalin and our
Head of Safety Ray Harris, contributed to getting the items together. Some of
these were sent ahead and pre-placed aboard Freedom, and Dave and Shirley’s
hallway was filled with all the other crates, boxes, bags and miscellaneous bulky
objects ahead of the day. Dave M ordered a mini bus and driver and
prospective Skippers and crew available for the passage were called up and
given instructions.

Collecting Freedom
On Thursday 27 September Chairman Dave, three Skippers, (Len, Dave Smith
and Pete Turner) one crew (Amanda Taylor) and Paul Willmott gathered at
Dave and Shirley’s ready to load the hired mini bus at 0900. It was a tight
squeeze, involving taking the wheels off Paul’s wheelchair, filling the rear space
of the van to the ceiling, stuffing small bags into any available floor space
beneath seats, and the bus driver leaving his child seats behind with Shirley for
collection later.
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Next stop was McDonald’s at Newton Abbot to pick up another crew member
(Gordon Cameron), followed by a stop at Exeter services to pick up a third crew
member (Bill Bradley). Gordon had wisely packed light, and Bill somehow
squeezed himself between Dave and the driver on the front seats and held his
breath.
We arrived at Hamble just after 13.00 and were greeted by the Ancasta team
who took us out onto the pontoon to see new Freedom. She was gleaming in
the sunshine, pristine white fenders on her port side, her name on her stern,
and to us looking utterly beautiful.

Chairman Dave cut the red ribbon on her port guard-wire gate, many photos
were taken and the three DSA Skippers, Pete, Len and Dave S, jumped aboard
her to do the sea trial with the Ancasta Skipper, as part of the handover
process.
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Having crawled all over Freedom, opening hatches and asking probing
questions about various switches, tank capacities and general items, the sea
trial team was ready to go. Although the Ancasta Skipper took her off the
pontoon, Len quickly took over and then gave one of his impromptu
demonstrations of close quarters manoeuvring as the Ancasta Skipper looked
on, probably with an increased heart rate - this was after all still Ancasta’s boat!
Dave S then thought he had better get a feel for her too as the twin rudders
give a different performance compared to the traditional single rudder. Dave S
says, “Although you cannot execute a classic forwards power turn, Freedom
responds very well to the helm once there is a little way on her either forwards
or backwards.” Pete chose to be a little more considerate of the Ancasta
Skipper and not test his nerves further; clearly the Ancasta Skipper, not
knowing our Skippers, would not want to entertain the slightest risk of a mishap
before his boat was signed over. The Skippers then had a brief sail around the
entrance to the Hamble to see how everything worked. Dave S summarises:
“Freedom’s main is rigged like Free Spirit’s with single line reefing. However,
the welcome differences are the two winches either side of the companion way,
as well as the two winches on the cockpit coaming for the conventional genoa.”
Meanwhile the rest of us, including our fourth crew member (Steve Norman)
who had travelled by train and joined us at Hamble, had a sandwich lunch
courtesy of Ancasta on the quay.
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Chairman Dave even fitted in an ice-cream on this beautiful late summer’s day.
The Skippers were back within an hour and a half, satisfied with their sea trial,
and Chairman Dave signed the papers to take ownership of our new boat.

The team then tackled the final loading of Freedom with all the equipment and
supplies we had brought, stowing them carefully, and fitting fire extinguishers,
the barometer and clock that Ancasta presented to us, and various other items.
Dave S and Amanda went off to the chandlers to get a robust rubber bucket
and a two step fender. The Ancasta ‘Just In Time Team’ brought along the
spray hood which had arrived from France that day, and fitted it. Simon from
Ancasta told us they had queried the delayed arrival with Beneteau in Les
Sables d’Olonne, saying Ancasta had ordered it way back in August, to which
the reply was “But eef you order een Ogoost, eet ees Ogoost, eet ees ‘olidays,
que voulez-vous?” “What do you expect?” An interval for Amanda to sit down
and do the final passage planning (she’d already prepared the pilotage) and
then with the sun set and a luminous waning gibbous moon rising in the clear
sky behind Freedom we went off to the marina’s restaurant for a team supper
before departure.
The plan was an overnight sail back to Torquay 27/28 September. The outlook
was fair with an inshore forecast of F5/6, NE, veering N later, sea slight to
moderate later, good visibility. Anticipating the drop in temperature overnight,
plenty of base and mid layers, thermals for those who needed them, hats and
gloves and wet gear / heavy duty outer layers went on. Navigator Amanda had
a head torch with a low level red light made ready and pilotage charts in hand.
Skipper Len asked the crew to slip the lines at 22.22 and with a throaty growl
from Freedom’s large 40hp engine we were underway. We made our way down
the Hamble river with everyone on deck, and on down Southampton Water and
into the Solent, moving from buoy to buoy by bearing, range and known light
sequence.
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Keeping a good look out was never more essential. Dave S stood at the mast
and scanned the water.

The fast ferries that zipped by were super fast, appearing from nowhere and
disappearing as quickly, and the black silhouette of a giant container ship being
manoeuvred round a right angle bend by two tugs loomed eerily out of the
darkness, its deck lights twinkling some 50m above us. The illuminated furled
white sails of the tall ship Lord Nelson caught our eye in the distance, and the
busy array of lights that is the Lymington channel pulsed to starboard. We
made constant, steady progress through our pilotage plan, taking care closer to
shallow bends and staying clear of areas peppered with pots. We arrived as
planned at the Hurst Point tidal gate to coincide with the start of the window at
HW - 1 and from there moved smoothly on down to the Needles and beyond to
the Safe Water mark at the entrance to the Solent, the final buoy on our
pilotage plan.
At this point, 02.00, Len changed the watch and Dave S and Gordon took over
for the first part of the passage plan. Dave S put Freedom on a bearing of 247
T to Portland Bill, so as to pass round it about 3M off safely avoiding the races.
After turning onto this heading the wind came around more onto our beam, the
sails began to drive and Freedom picked up speed. Dave S shut down the
engine so others could rest but remained sensitive to the boat’s speed, and to
Skipper Len’s objective of getting us home as quickly as possible. Chairman
Dave joined Gordon and Dave S on deck; he didn’t want to miss the fun. The
navigator had checked with Lulworth Range Control and we knew that there
was not going to be any firing activity from the range at Lulworth overnight,
unless they had failed to finish their planned activity on Thursday. Channel 08
gives you current information for transit through the danger area. Our passage
plan took us through the outer area which is very rarely used. Over the next
hour, Freedom’s speed gradually increased until by the time we were
approaching our next waypoint south of Portland Bill, the ground speed was 10
to 11 knots and frequently over 12 as we surfed down the swell coming from
the starboard quarter. Our total expected sailing time was significantly reduced
and our ETA brought forward by a couple of hours. Dave S describes it as one
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of the most exhilarating sails of his life as Freedom raced through the night
over a sea lit by a moon a few days past full.
The peace didn’t last though. A load crash from the saloon showed that gravity
had finally got the better of Len as a particularly large wave had lifted him off
his berth in the saloon and dropped him on the floor....where he continued to
sleep! There was very little traffic about on this watch. One fishing boat made a
determined attempt to head us off and Dave S had to alter course by 30
degrees, but ultimately Freedom’s speed left him behind. The true wind
reached the 20 knots mark at one point and Dave S did consider a reef, but
Freedom was taking it in her stride with only a moderate heel and very little
weather helm. The dawn appeared faint in the East around 05.30 as Portland
Bill disappeared behind us.
From Lyme Bay onwards it was a question of slogging along as fast as we
could, holding a 270 T course due West. Pete and Bill were on the next watch,
and as the sun rose behind them, a couple more of us joined them on deck.

Eventually we sighted land to starboard, to the North, identified by Bill as
Orcombe Point just East of Exmouth, the most westerly point of the Jurassic
coast. Some time later we could see land ahead on the bow, Len identified
Berry Head and we had our bay, Torbay, in our sights. By now everyone was
on deck, and Gordon made us all brilliant bacon butties (ketchup or brown
sauce available!) with mugs of tea for breakfast.
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At this stage Dave M had mobile contact with Shirley and gave her the latest
ETA so Shirley could put the welcome party on notice. As we came into Torbay
we could see the cruise ship MS The World anchored ready to greet us too,
and we spotted Free Spirit in the distance. Dave S radio’d them and they
turned up towards us. With Amanda on the helm on a beam reach we sailed
past Free Spirit, her Skipper Tim Brooks and crew welcoming Freedom with
toots from their horn, cheering and waving. Len took over the helm to take
Freedom into her home harbour, (the land based welcoming party cheering
from the end of the harbour wall), and onto the pontoon, skilfully reversing
her, and her much wider beam, perfectly into her berth. It was 11.31. A total
passage time of just 13 hours and 9 minutes. Freedom was home!

*******************************************************************
A few words from Paul Wilmott
On Tuesday this week I was down at the harbour again, just to remind myself
that Freedom really was there. I mean, all those dreams - could it ever actually
happen? But there she is, looking powerful and promising.
I felt very honoured to be asked to join Freedom’s maiden voyage. True, I had
been part of the veteran Freedom team, and, well, it brought back memories of
driving the Chairman around boat yards and agreeing on the Hanse, which has
served us well.
The Ancasta sales team welcomed us kindly after that tight trip up from
Torquay, (no comfort stops!), it was a beautiful afternoon in Hamble, and to
see Freedom for the first time was amazing.
Then the evening drew in and it was loading up and away. Bizarre for me going
down the Solent; that was the third time in a month I had made that trip. First
it was on the Jubilee Sailing Vessel Tenacious, a square rigger designed to have
a mixed able bodied and disabled crew, then it was on a massive cruise liner,
the P&O Azora, and finally, on our Freedom. Wow! What an experience,
especially when you really are up close to some of those big container vessels.
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Great admiration to our skippers and crew who had planned the passage, no
shouts, no panics, professional all the way. Took me some time to realise it was
navigator Amanda's red head torch blinking at the stern and not a warning
beacon!
At 02.30 I went below. Those stern cabins are not gentle sleeping next to our
powerful engine. It made a difference when we switched to sail. It was a tad
‘rocking and rolling’ until I heard we were in Lyme Bay; good to learn we were
on the homeward stretch.
A real adventure and I feel grateful to all the crew for all their care and
concern. I have to admit, I felt like royalty sat in my wheelchair as we entered
Torquay harbour.

Afterword from Chairman Dave
I just can’t believe that we have completed the journey from the inception of
the idea of buying a new boat to the culmination of the huge fund raising
effort, without the help of lottery or any other major national supporters, and
now actually have new Freedom home with us.
We had such a lovely reception from Ancasta; I was quite shaken to find myself
standing on red carpet cutting the red ribbon on Freedom. And then finally
leaving the Ancasta pontoon, knowing it was actually our boat and our work
was done, was a real thrill.
The journey home was fantastic - what a fabulous experience. A brilliant sail,
and a great team effort from everyone on board.
I can’t wait till our Skippers have gone through the familiarisation process and
Freedom is commissioned into full service early March next year.
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Thank you to all those who have supported us - it has been an outstanding
effort and a massive achievement. I’m so proud of our organisation.

Specifications of Freedom

Length Overall: 11.5m
Hull Length: 11.13m
Hull Beam: 3.99m
Fuel tank capacity: 130 L
Fresh water capacity: 130 L
Max Engine Power: 40 HP

Contact details Chairman: Dave Musgrove 01803 408886
davidmusgrove@blueyonder.co.uk Morden House, Warren Rd., Torquay TQ2 5TU
Website: www.disabledsailingassociation.org.uk
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